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The 7 Topics Every 

Business Should Consider 
When Implementing Azure

As businesses look to transform digitally, they must 

take an all-encompassing approach, incorporating 

cloud across all functions and segments of their 

business. Many organizations have made the 

move to Microsoft Azure, but are not sure 

what steps to take following their 

transition into the cloud. 
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Dramatic 
Impact of  
the Cloud

Modernizing your organization is key to ensure ongoing 
success in this technology-driven business world.  
Many businesses have transformed the way they manage 
their operations and processes by moving to the cloud, 
and statistics have proven the move to have a  
dramatic impact. 

85% 
of Fortune 500 companies 
are using the Microsoft 
Cloud platform 2

120K
new customers subscribe 
to Azure monthly 3 

83% 
of digital 
businesses will 
have moved  
to the cloud  
by 2020 1

+21% 
+20% 
+19% 
-16% 
-15% 
-17% 

time–to–market

company growth

process efficiency

operational costs

IT spending

IT maintenance cost

Companies moving to the cloud see: 4 
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IT teams are struggling to get a handle on the health of their cloud environment and 
services. Azure Monitor allows organizations to better understand their Azure environment 
using up-to-date data monitoring at their fingertips, providing visibility into Azure resource 
performance and service health.

Azure Monitor provides:

 > Tools to analyze and diagnose operational issues

 > Insight into key metrics for IT and operations teams

 > Seamless integration allowing for additional 
resources and operating systems

 > Flexibility so that your team can be proactive

 > Increased uptime by sending automated alerts 
and notifications of critical issues 

 

1 Configure and integrate  
with Azure Monitor

How is the health of your cloud? 

Deep 
Application Monitoring 

Deep Infrastructure Monitoring 

Core
Monitoring 

Shared
Capabilities

• Application Insights

• Azure Monitor
• Service Health
• Activity Log
• Advisor

• Log Analytics
• Management

 Solutions

• Alerts
• Dashboards
• Metrics 

Explorer

• Service Map
• Network 

Monitoring
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Your applications within Azure are set up, but knowing if they are performing successfully or 
not is crucial. Application Insights allows users to view key performance indicators from their 
subscribed applications within Azure. These KPIs are integrated within application code and 
supporting Azure resources. 

IT can track key metrics like: 

 > Web traffic

 > The speed of external services 

 > Server loading performance

 > User and session counts

 > Performance from Windows/ 
Linux machines  

 

Integrate  
Azure Application Insights2
Your applications are running, but how are they performing?

Alerts Power
BI

Visual
Studio

Azure 
Portal

Log
Analytics

Rest
API

Application
Insights

can be consumed 
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Data and analytics can be retrieved from numerous sources, but wouldn’t it be great if you 
could consume your data all in one place? Log Analytics provides a powerful query interface 
to correlate events and metrics, along with gaining insights into users’ technology operations. 

This feature provides: 

 > Metrics of various data sets 
to be analyzed together, 
regardless of their original 
sources

 > Integration with both cloud 
and on-premise logs and 
monitoring

 > An extension of your 
solutions specific to your 
Azure environment

 

Aggregate log events with  
Azure Log Analytics Insights3
Bring your data together

Azure Monitor

Virtual Machines Data 

Operations Manager

Application Insights

Azure Security Center

PowerShell

Data Collector API

Analytics

Dashboards

Logic Apps

Alerts

Power BI

PowerShell

Log Search API

Log Analytics

Incoming dataIncomiinng data
automatically indexed
Data types and
tables createdtables ccreated

Data available through log 
search and smart analytics 

to multiple channelst lti l h l
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Establish a governance policy using 
Azure Scaffold4
Mitigate business risk, meet your goals

After companies have made the move to the cloud, they often do not know how to establish a 
set of best practices and capabilities to ensure they meet legal requirements so that they are 
set up for success. 

Using an Azure Scaffold 
approach, businesses can: 

 > Analyze if their workloads 
meet minimum governance 
requirements

 > Support traditional IT  
workloads and agile workloads

 > Allow developers to achieve their 
goals without roadblocks

Resource 
Tags

Resource 
Locks

Azure
Automation

Resource 
Groups

Azure
Security 
Center

Naming
Standards

Azure 
Policy & 

Audit

Roles-Based 
Access 

Controls

Subscription

AZURE
SCAFFOLD

Security + Best Practices
 = A Solid Governance Model   

Building a Strong Foundation

AZURE ENTERPRISE ENROLLMENT & PORTAL
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Many organizations wonder why their Azure usage bill may be higher than anticipated at the end 
of each month. A feature that businesses should be aware of is the ability to shut down their 
virtual machines at-will. This saves businesses time and cost of Azure usage and operation.   

Using the Auto-Shutdown option, IT can: 

 > Select an optimal time, like after hours, to 
automatically shut down

 > Scale up and scale down virtual machines 

 > De-allocate resources of virtual machines

Configure Auto-Shutdown of resources5
Shut it down, save money



6
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Personalize best practices with  
Azure Advisor

Improve the areas that matter most to you

IT can: 

 > Implement personalized 
recommendations easily

 > Receive ongoing, actionable 
insights

 > Access best optimization 
practices at no cost  

Companies are always looking to establish best practices for their operations, but how do 
they optimize the best features to ensure cloud success? Azure Advisor is a personalized 
dashboard where businesses can view recommendations from their subscriptions including 
availability, security, performance and cost.  
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7
Optimizing your cloud spend isn’t always an easy process. With the Azure Cost Management 
feature, companies can monitor and visualize billing of cloud usage. This feature allows 
organizations to make the most out of their Azure environment to optimize spending, while 
increasing cloud potential.  

IT can:

 > Detect spending anomalies

 > Track cloud spend against their 
budget to avoid going over the 
spend limit

 > Receive rich operational insights 
into cost allocation

Manage your spend with  
Azure Cost Management

Know what’s in your cloud budget



Taking these steps in your Azure environment 

can help your business get the most out of 

its cloud environment, providing resources 

to ensure that you are maximizing cloud 

potential while reducing costs. 

Learn more about how your Microsoft Partner 

can help you manage your Azure environment.

About Catapult

Catapult is a global cloud securities provider that uses technology to solve complex 

business challenges, delivering exceptional value to our clients. As a 2017 Partner 

of the Year Finalist in Cloud Productivity and the 2016 Microsoft Partner of the Year 

(U.S.), Catapult specializes in digital transformation and cloud-based technologies. 

We work on behalf of our clients to imagine, build, and sustain IT-enabled business 

solutions that people love to use. Catapult has US offices in Austin, Dallas, Denver, 

Houston, Phoenix, San Antonio, Tampa, and Washington, D.C, as well as offices in 

China, Malaysia, India, Mexico and Western Europe.

1  https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2018/01/07/83-of-enterprise-workloads-will-be-
in-the-cloud-by-2020/#325d4e66261a 

2  https://news.microsoft.com/bythenumbers/ms-cloud

3  https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/

4  https://www.slideshare.net/skyhighnetworks/the-cloud-economy


